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We concern ourselves with the formal expression 
in which the A,, are members of a complex Banach algebra with identity E. 
Associated with (1) is the sequence 
Q?Pn (2) 
[assuming Qn to be invertible), wh reP, and Qn are given by 
P n+l = P, + 4d’n-1, 
Q n+l = Q, + An+lQn--l > 
PI = Pz = A, , Ql = E and Q, = E + 4. (3) 
The expression (1)converges if Q, is invertible for sufficiently largen and 
(2) converges. In this case the value of (1) is defined tobe the limit of the 
sequence (2). 
We shall prove the following result which, ina sense, generalizes a theorem 
of Worpitzky [l] to our abstract se ting. 
THEOREM. In (l), let sup a, -=c a < a, l&ere a, = /) A, 11. Then (1) con- 
verges. Also, the constant a is the best possible. 
Before proving the theorem, we record two lemmas dealing with ordinary 
(real) continued fractions. The proofs of the lemmas are straightforward 
and so are omitted. 
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NONCOMh47JTATIVE CONTINtJED FRACTIONS 
F 
,$ ? I 
are pOsXve, monotonic ncreasing, converging to 
+p - (1 - 4rr)li’] < .g(l - S), 
forsome <S < 1. 
6) c 
b, b, ---1 - 1 - . . . 
Proof of #ze F”eore?z. Obviously, QI and Q, are invertible, Use of the 
Iemmas gives 
and 
impfying the invertibility of Q3. Xnductively, assume that Qk is invertible 
and that 
fork = 3, a,..., n  Then by the properties of the norm and use of the lemmas, 
A.,., < aw-, II Qn-W -+- E;t) Qn-11-l il 
Thus, since Qn, = (~7 + F,,,) Qn , QlL,1 is ~nvertib~~~ So for all n, 
invertible and 
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Now q1 < 2, qe < 2, and 
FAIR 
and so by induction 
Use of the identity 
Q;l:J’n+, 
yields 
II Q;l:,Pn+, - 
where 0(6 < 1. Set 
(11) gives 
qn < 2?‘-l. (9) 
- Q;‘P, = (- l)“Q&F,+,F, ..a F3A2A1 (10) 
(1 - 6)“-1, (11) 
p = 1 - 6; then the triangle in quality along with 
/I Q&P,+k - Q,‘Pn \I < ,cI~+‘-~ + ,D~+‘-~ + .a+ pn-’ < $$. (12) 
Hence Q;‘Pn is Cauchy and so converges, so that (1) converges. That $ is 
the best possible follows from the scalar case. 
It would be desirable to extend the theorem tothe case sup a, < 4 so as 
to get he complete analog of Worpitzky’s theorem, but it appears that it 
will require a proof of a different typehan that above. 
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